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to delete a branch from my local git repo. This
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branch anymore, I just git push from the master
branch, but I can still pull and browse that branch
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commit the changes you made to a separate
branch first, or the reset will fail. If you have a

branch named REVERTED and you commit your
changes and make that branch a child of master,
you can then do: git rebase -i master and change

the first commit's message to say "rebase" instead
of "merge". A: What you are seeing is that the
branch was never really deleted, but simply
"moved" from one location in your repo to

another. When you created that branch, you
probably copied it over to a new folder on your

machine where you "deleted" it. In this case, it is
still there. The stuff you did in that folder is now in

your index, and it is the reason you can pull the
branch. Now that you added it to the repo, you can
still do all of those things. That is the first reason

you are seeing it. The other reason you are seeing
it is because you haven d0c515b9f4
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